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A channel – and, specifically, our Channel, the one separating Britain as an island away from continental Europe, 

the one frequently captured in photographs as part of sunset vistas and starling murmurs in Brighton – is both a 

passage and a border. Something to be crossed and navigated but also that which propels and carries. A chan-

nel, like any body of water, is ambiguous; given whatever shape and specific meaning humans decide to place 

upon it. By naming this magazine after a space on the edge of our country, a space that both defines what is and 

what is not Britain, and that has protected it and at the same time insulated it, we hope to cultivate an awareness 

that we are all globally connected and made up of what is beyond us as well as within us. We invite everyone in 

this community, whether local or international, whether near or far, to contribute to creating something that 

propels and carries us together rather than dividing and separating us.  

* 

Welcome to the first edition of The Channel 

We are a yearly print and online publication that is open to anyone in the Sussex community. In this edition, we 

have combined art, photography, and critical and creative writing to explore issues that matter to individuals at 

Sussex. 

We want to hear everyone’s thoughts and create an open conversation, so please send us your thoughts about 

the magazine or your reactions to any of the pieces included. We may even publish your letters on our website. 

Enjoy! 
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why use tear gas 

if we’re crying anyway 

clothes we can’t fit in 
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Decolonising  

Knowledge: Museums 

and Pluriversality  

BY MATTHEW JONES 

M 
useums create order. They place 

objects and peoples in narrative 

structures through the glass 

vitrine, the museum label and the silencing of 

voices. They collect, store and classify these 

objects to delineate them, to define their 

boundaries and to shape the knowledge that is 

gainable from them. In short, museums create 

a reality and provide it with authenticity. 

Through these narratives, the objects and the 

peoples who made them become knowable 

and laden with the truth of the museum—that 

it is here for you, to educate you and it knows 

what you should know.    

This is the civilising museum designed to create 

a society amenable for the modern colonial 

nation state, through exposure to a singular 

totalising narrative that puts everything in its 

place. Museums developed both alongside and 

as part of the imperial project adopting its 

hegemonic worldview with white Europe at its 

centre and from which all facets of civilisation 

flow. One that structures reality not only to 

justify colonial exploitation but one that 

employs science and history to make European 

colonialism seem necessary for the good of the 

world.  Indeed, many museums were founded 

to display collections developed by scientists, 

explorers and natural historians whilst 

undertaking studies in various colonies.   

The most famous being Hans Sloane who, as a 

physician to the governor of the then British 

Colony of Jamaica, made an extensive study of 

the fauna and flora of the island as well as its 

inhabitants, including the enslaved Africans 

that Sloane would later exploit to build 

his financial fortune. During his time there he 

collected plants, animals and artefacts whilst 

traveling across the island that would form the 

basis of his collection. This original 

collection would be used as the foundation 

of the British Museum, and later the British 

Library. It included a strap made 

of manatee hide used to whip the enslaved, a 

‘negro’ foetus, and the skin of a black man’s 

hand.  

The collecting of black skin alongside plant 

specimens and alien creatures not only points 

to the dehumanising racial logic of the 

coloniser and its relationship to the scientific 

gaze but also to the classifying mindset of 

19th century British colonists. For Sloane, there 

was no ethical or academic issue with equating 

the oppressive whip next to exotic flora, as the 

purpose of this study was not only to catalogue 

the natural order of plants and animals but also 

to order and contain the diverse array of 

humans inhabiting the outer limits of empire. 

This is the fixing of power relations, the 

enslaved and the coloniser, in a natural state 

for the white gaze to make Jamaica more 

understandable to the colonial metropole and 

to further the administration of the plantation 

economy.    

This colonial worldview did not stop at the 

door of the museum as these types of 

ethnographic collections entered their 
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galleries. As the objects were arranged in the 

museum, the space became a colonial 

landscape that framed and sanitised history into 

a clean, linear progression that served to 

emphasise Europe as the height of progress and 

rightful administrator of the world.    

It reflected the colonial mindset, which the 

museum made material and inhabitable.  In 

displays, objects relating to African culture were 

grouped with natural objects in anthropological 

collections to draw parallels between their 

proximity to the beginnings of the world and 

human society, to the primitive, rough and 

unrefined. This was seen as natural—and 

unquestionable—yet a human hand was behind 

it. The curators themselves, educated in the 

milieu of colonialism, took non-European 

objects out of time and space and located them 

in a primitive hinterland shaped by a colonial 

memory that the Other was to be located in. 

This served to draw the achievements of Europe 

into sharper focus and to anchor European 

identity in its antagonism of the primitive.       

This is the museum as the embodiment of a 

universal history drawn over a colonial matrix of 

power that disavows its own violence. Yet, in 

these very colonial collections is stored the 

possibility of a pluriversal story telling that 

could begin to dismantle the colonial logics that 

went into shaping museums, which in turn 

shaped their audiences.  

By pluriversal storytelling, I mean 

the communication of a narrative that focuses 

on the entanglements of history, revealing 

discontinuous, disqualified and illegitimate 

knowledges. The opposite of the universalizing 

rhetoric of modernity that developed out of the 

colonial project as sketched out above. This 

would be a history that focuses on migration, 

movement and the messy, often violent, 

histories they generate. These are histories 

where the legacy of colonialism is most obvious, 

and subsequently, are hidden from official state 

narratives of European history. Indeed, 

a pluriversal story would be told from testimony 

and memory experienced first-hand or passed 

down through communities and families. These 

are the great number of unwilling participants 

of violent colonial histories, the indigenous and 

diasporic communities who, through culture, 

keep the memory of historic injustices alive.   

Giving visibility to multiple perspectives of a 

historical event would require not just the 

refashioning of displays in museums, but an 

engagement with the colonial gaze entrenched 

in the body of the museum.   

That is to say, in a very simple way, the museum 

must acknowledge its own complicity in 

emboldening and espousing colonial ways of 

thinking and feeling.  To unpick and disentangle 

this further, honest appraisal of how objects 

materially ended up in Europe would need to be 

“What if the British Museum did 

this? What if they dismantled 

the legacy of its founder?” 

“This was seen as natural—and 

unquestionable—yet a human 

hand was behind it” 
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understood and this is a process, like a 

soldier dismantling their rifle, that 

requires a methodical approach. To do 

this would require a decentring of 

Eurocentric knowledge, which is so 

engrained in the white supremacy 

ideals of European colonialism, and the 

embracing of indigenous postcolonial 

knowledges and memories. In short, an 

understanding that history is the 

entanglement, either accidental or 

forced, of multiple peoples with 

multiple perspectives which exist in and 

across power structures.   

What if the British Museum did this? 

What if they dismantled the legacy of 

its founder? What if it added the voices 

of Jamaicans who were descendants of 

the people Hans Sloane classified, 

collected and profited from? Or showed 

the many benefactors of the early 

museum who also had connections to 

the trans-Atlantic slave trade? What if 

along with galleries of British and 

European history there was a gallery of 

Caribbean history? What if the African 

gallery was moved from the basement 

and placed alongside the histories of 

Europe? Indeed, what if history was not 

presented in a clean geographical 

hierarchy, but as a series of interrelated 

and interdependent connections?    

Moreover, in exposing all of this, the 

arguments for the repatriation of 

objects stolen during the colonial times 

will grow in legitimacy and become 

harder to brush off. Accordingly, 

museums are reticent to go down this 

path; to do so would require an 

e x i s t e n t i a l  r e t h i n k i n g  o f 

their purpose that would have to go 

beyond the point of no return. For 

example, the Hoa Hakananai'a statue 

taken from the Rapa Nui in 1869 by the 

British, now on a plinth in the British 

Museum, has come to occupy a central 

s p a c e  i n  d e b a t e s  a r o u n d 

restitution. Pluriversality is not an 

argument against repatriation nor is 

r e p a t r i a t i o n  a n  a r g u m e n t 

against pluriversality. Repatriation 

w o u l d  q u i c k e n  t h e  n e e d 

for pluriversal storytelling as the 

museum would need to be able to 

articulate the history, experiences and 

emotional journey of the indigenous 

people the object is returning to. It 

would have to de-centre Europe and 

s t r u c t u r e  a  n a r r a t i v e  t h a t 

makes clear why the object was in 

Europe in the first place and now why it 

has gone.     

To acknowledge Hoa Hakananai’a was 

taken and held on to despite causing a 

profound level of cultural and societal 

pain and loss for the Rapa Nui would 

undermine the British Museum’s 

implicit narrative of European 

colonialism as a disseminator of 

universally applicable civilising values. It 

would show the morality of the 

museum is not inherently tuned to 

progressivism but is an ongoing 

r e f i n e m e n t  o f  c o l o n i a l 
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values.  Without pluriversality, the act of repatriation of objects 

could be incorporated into a colonial narrative of the benevolence 

of European institutions continuing the education of the world from 

the imperial metropole.  The nature of the universal, civilising 

museum built on colonial power structures can only be undone 

through a combination of repatriation and pluriversal storytelling as, 

on one hand, the restitution of objects can be the catalyst for 

bringing in indigenous and diasporic perspectives, and on the 

other, pluriversality can stop repatriation being co-opted into 

another colonial narrative.         

Out of collections originating in the colonial project can 

come pluriversality, but only through the acceptance of knowledges 

and experiences that have historically been deemed illegitimate. In 

turn, this can only ultimately be done by dismantling the colonial 

displays and collections which legitimise the histories of western 

European nation states in the first place. Pluriversal storytelling 

would not just be a by-product of the dismantling of ethnographic 

collections through repatriation but a central component of the 

process. The returning of objects to their communities of origin, and 

the absence this would create, would require museums to 

recontextualise the histories of those objects, their own collections 

and the histories of their institutions to foreground the complex 

history of colonialism in shaping the West’s material wealth and its 

own self-perceptions. The museum is a battleground in which 

history is given meaning, for many the history they already tell is 

meaningless because of its blindness to colonialism. If radicalism is 

not accepted, if pluriversal storytelling is not embraced, the museum 

will continue to be a place of hostility for many.   

At the beginning, I gave a definition of the museum that I have been 

trying to undermine throughout this essay. The museum as a 

disciplinary institution that arranges objects to give legitimacy to 

power relations. Decolonial theory shows that this is not the only 

thing a museum can be. If committed to a radical practice 

of pluriversality, the museum can dismantle, take apart and examine 

its own complicity in the fixing of power relations. In making this 

process visible, the museum can begin to decolonise not only itself, 

but its audiences and act as a progressive force for change.   

“Pluriversal  

storytelling would 

not just be a  

by-product of the 

dismantling of  

ethnographic  

collections through 

repatriation but a 

central component 

of the process.” 
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How to Drown  

Hold until  

You breathe  

Again  

The river mutes  

The flaying orchestra;  

Your feet coalesce  

With debris  

Fall apart like  

Symphony;  

Open eyes  

Let water sting  

Absolving you  

Of everything  
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A Post-Natal Chimera 

Your house falls down 

On the mountainside; 

You listen as the 

Walls concede to 

Air and burning 

Leaves 

Your infant’s embers sear 

Your skin; 

He has not your eyes 

But all from him; 

Your wedding band 

Left in the blaze; 

This house is where you learned 

To dress 

Your scars from another’s  

Vanity; 

Voice seized at birth - 

Your breasts were used 

For a chopping board; 

Cleaved like 

Meat 

But now reclaim 

Renounce your name; 

Shed your clothes 

Wear the rain; 

You whisper in a foreign  

Tone  

But need not a reply 
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Belladonna  

Witch, they called her, dragging her 

by her arms and legs and hair across chalky 

ground. Old bones and frailty were hers 

against the youth and muscle of the young 

men, tearing out wolfsbane, belladonna, 

hemlock. Bruised leaves and bruised 

skin, over rock and stone while the trees 

stand quiet. No one will speak out and con-

demn, not tonight. Maybe not ever.  

Moonlight used to be a refuge, an empty 

silence to observe in rolling fields, cast in 

silver in the shadow of the Downs. Now she 

was exposed by the moonlight, caught in a 

loop as her pale skin was lifted high, torn 

breaths in her fluttering chest punctuated by 

the rattle of despair. It was a new world that 
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SHORT FICTION BY TESS BLAKEWAY 

ARTWORK BY VICTORIA ALESSANDRINI 

forgot her knowledge, a beautiful scapegoat 

captured from the wide wild and tethered 

with rope to a man-made structure. The 

trees became gallows, erected for her in the 

very woods she had foraged for her balms 

and healing salves. Silver hair now still, 

caught only by gusts of cool air. Beneath a 

dead tree, she took her last breath.  

I stand here now, in the ruins of an old set-

tlement, and I know her story. She occupies 

only a footnote in history, a name spelt in 

plain English which cannot re-create her. A 

feared entity, I feel kinship for the old, fright-

ened woman who became the stuff of story, 

of legend, of a cruel and intimate justice be-

stowed by the hand of intolerance. I stand 

here now, amongst fly-tipped litter and 

someone's old washing-machine, and I 

know that I too am a relic. Like the repetition 

of history, concrete is laid across this wild, 

cold country where buzzards once cried, 

and the belladonna stood, hung in purple. 

The soil is misunderstood, and the old ways 

forgotten.  

But I know, as I stand in isolation, powerful 

women have always been feared.  
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Surplus considers the impli-

cations of machine-seeing 

technologies on race by look-

ing at the image/facial 

recognition software that is 

currently used by Google: 

Using Google’s Vision API, its ma-

chine-seeing interface, Surplus 

tests the racist algorithms that 

run the corporation’s image search 

tool and questions the possibility 

of creating technologies free of 

human biases. 

The project contextualises Bruce Davidson's 

1960s photography of the US Civil Rights in the 

Web 2.0 age and reveals how machine-seeing does 

not recognise black people. 



Although we often see photog-

raphy as an objective medium, 

the history of photography's 

relationship with technology 

has been full of prejudice: 

for instance, for over 100 

years Kodak film was primed 

to only capture white skin 

tones authentically, Apple's 

Face ID struggles to tell 

Chinese people apart, Goog-

le's image recognition tags 

black people as 'gorillas'. 

My project is an attempt to high-

light the racism within the techno-

logical unconscious by inputting 

Davidson's empowering photography 

into Google's Vision AP and identi-

fying the people who 

aren't recognised. All of the sub-

jects in my images are people who 

have been deemed by Vision API to 

not have meaning, they are surplus 

to the image. 



So, Where Are You From?  

BY MAREKANI DU BLED  

‘You don’t sound Canadian, why is your accent 

different?’ 

‘Oh, so you’re basically American?’ 

‘Okay, but where are you really from?’ 

‘Oh Cameroon? I’ve been to Kenya, they’re similar 

right?’ 

‘You’re not really from Cameroon though, are you?’ 

For a long time, I didn’t know how to answer these 

questions and their many variants. The answers 

changed regularly as I grew up, adapting to my new 

location, environment and community. But it always 

felt forced and uncertain. 

Going back “home” to Cameroon and having my 

African-ness put into question by my family planted 

the first seeds of doubt. My accent, along with my 

western tendencies, mannerisms and experiences 

created a distance between me and the land that I 

thought was my own, the land that no one could 

pull me away from. I have clear memories of my 

younger cousins chasing me around my 

grandmother’s backyard yelling, ‘America-wanda! 

America-wanda!’ which means “American boy”. I 

remember employing all of my dance moves and 

love of local foods as proof of my Cameroonian-

ness, but that wasn’t enough. Who was I to tell these 

children, who were born and bred in Cameroon, that 

I was one of them? Despite the countless fables and 

history lessons that my parents told me about 

Cameroon, regardless of my collection of national 

team jerseys, irrespective of my love for my   

country’s culture, food and people, I felt like I didn’t 

belong. 

Returning to Canada, my place of birth, wasn’t much 

better. Shortly after my 15th birthday, my parents 

sent me to boarding school. Upon my arrival, my 

mother advised me to embrace the Canadian side of 

my identity but, honestly, the only Canadian thing 

about me was my passport. During my first few 

weeks there, whenever people asked me where I 

was from, my complicated response always drew 

wide eyes and questions. To kids who were born 

and raised in the same city in Canada, to parents 

who had also been born and raised in Canada, I 

wasn’t really Canadian — I could eventually adopt 

some Canadian-ness, but, it wasn’t my default 

setting. It wasn’t who I really was. My apparent lack 

of typical Canadian knowledge and experiences – 

such as playing ice hockey during the winter as a 

child or being familiar with local slang terms and 

television shows - seemingly disqualified me from 

my citizenship in social settings. I was Canadian in 

name only. 

By the time I had finished high school, I had learned 

to switch between the different sides of my identity, 

letting people latch onto whichever side they could 

relate to or found most interesting. I would play up 

whichever element of myself people connected to, 

simplifying my story for peace of mind and 

convenience. With international students, we would 

bond over our nomadic family lives and our strange 

perceptions of Canadian culture, while with many of 

my fellow Canadians, I played the role of the more 

“accessible” international student, fielding questions 

about my international experience and “exotic” 

journey. While this made me feel more at ease, it 

also drained me: I always felt like I had to be a 

certain way for certain people, but was never sure 

that I was being myself. 
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During this time, a new question 

began to emerge: Would I ever be 

enough of anything? 



Even though it clearly wasn’t working, I doubled down 

on this technique when I started university. Too often, 

I ended up in one of three conversations: 

Scenario 1: Ice-breakers based on assumptions of my 

knowledge of the Winter Olympics (what is curling?), 

stereotypes about certain provinces/cities (what are 

"Newfie" jokes?) followed by shock that I don’t know 

these ‘well-known’ references.  

Scenario 2: Stories about a volunteer trip where 

schools were built in Kenya/Uganda/Tanzania  after     

I’ve explained that Cameroon is a country in Africa. 

(This one was my favourite — in an effort to contribute 

to the conversation, people would scramble to think 

of their only experience relating to Africa, even if it 

concerned the opposite coast of a very large 

continent). 

Scenario 3: Questions about my experience living in 

Cameroon (I have none, but have been going 

regularly since birth), and the damning “Oh. Okay. So 

you’re not really from Cameroon then,” putting me on 

the same level as the Western tourist in their heads.  

Eager to make friends and be accepted, I often let 

experiences like these slide and tried not to give them 

any thought. However, despite my best efforts, they 

increased the weight of my internal identity struggle. 

During this time, a new question began to emerge: I 

started to ask myself, Would I ever be enough of 

anything? 

Then, I decided to join some different cultural 

organizations, notably the McGill African Students 

Society, where I met other students who were like me, 

living at the intersection of different cultures and 

struggling to find a place to fit in. Our shared feelings 

of alienation from the worlds that we loved helped us 

to come together for support and reaffirmation. In the 

context of university, this was especially needed. Many 

of us were used to watching the seemingly endless 

freedom and support that Western children were 

given to explore their dreams while we listened to the 

doctor/lawyer/engineer mantra that many of our 

immigrant parents preached to ensure financial 

security and extended family approval. 

Coming together at cultural galas, food-based 

gatherings and late-night discussions gave us the 

opportunity to share our struggles and realize that we 

were not alone. During a time when everyone was 

figuring their life out, seeing so many other third 

culture and migrant kids grappling with the same 

predicament helped me circle back to a way of 

thinking that I had lost during my childhood.  

I remembered that when I was younger I believed that 

I embodied the best characteristics of all the countries 

that I was even remotely connected to.  I was a flower 

with roots tying me to different soils, able to survive, 

and even thrive, in all climates. I was a child 

surrounded by other kids with similar experiences and 

it just seemed normal to me. Everyone could be (and 

was) a little bit of everything, and that made sense. 

Remembering this, it all seemed so simple. 

More often than I’d like to admit, I’ve let people 

pigeonhole me into their understanding of my 

identity, accepting their dismissal of parts of myself as 

truth. It takes time and practice to snap out of this 

habit. Now I know that people haven’t had the same 

experiences that I’ve had, so it doesn’t make sense to 

look to them for clarity — I try to remember to keep 

other people’s judgements out of my personal quest 

to understand my identity. It doesn’t concern them.  

Although I still modulate my behavior based on who   

I’m speaking to, I no longer do it for the comfort of 

others. I have learned that my identity is my strength.  

I’m learning to draw from the different soils that have 

made me who I am, and use the experiences and 

knowledge that I gained from them to better 

understand the people and world around me. 

I’m not just an agglomeration of parts of different 

cultures, I’m a whole new one — an international 

mosaic; simultaneously Cameroonian and Canadian, 

and marked by all of my experiences and the places 

where I have lived. 
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My colleague was dead. I knew this, 

but the office did not. He still had his 

job, which he completed silently in the 

corner of our huge office. We 

continued as before, handling our 

tasks, passing them along the 

chain of command from one person to 

another.  

I was surprised to find that my 

deceased colleague was still able to 

continue with his work. I knew that he 

had died from gas poisoning last 

month and that several of our 

colleagues had attended his brief 

funeral.  

His desk had remained vacant until yesterday, when he had 

suddenly come back to work carrying his briefcase, working diligently 

once again as he had in life.  My boss did not seem to notice that he was 

covered in mud, his flesh rancid, maggots crawling all over his typing 

hands. There were patches of mould upon his face, like deep winter 

frost. My boss still allocated work for him to complete, he would finish it, 

and then pass it on to the next person—me.   

My Dead Colleagues 
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I was scared half to death. I wanted to tell my living 

colleagues, but what is one to say? During our working 

hours we could do nothing but work. We had no time to 

fuss about a dead colleague coming back to work. My 

boss did not say anything. My dead co-worker completed 

his job successfully and passed it on to me, so I finished 

my work and passed it to the next person.  

All I could do was observe for days on end, like a little intimidated mouse, 

my wide eyes shimmering, waiting for everyone to notice this strange 

occurrence. Either for this stinking corpse to finally be discovered, or for my 

dead colleague to say something. Yet, even when his chin rotted away, the 

office remained silent. Our boss still gave him work and still he passed it on 

to me.  

After about a week, I met another of our colleagues after work. His seat was 

at the neighbouring desk on the other side. We greeted each other with a 

few embarrassed words in front of the elevator. I finally asked him: "Did you 

go to Ming’s funeral?"  

"Yes, I did."  

"Did you notice that Ming has come back to work?"  

"How could that be?" He stood by the elevator door and glanced into the empty 

office and shrugged.  

I did not know how to convince him: "Has the company recruited more staff?"  

"No."  

"Well, who is completing Ming’s work and passing it on to me?"  

Then he understood. The two of us looked at each other and shuddered.  

The elevator doors opened and we ended the conversation. Who wants to talk 

about work after hours? Who wants to speak of the dead, even when 

they have resurrected and returned to work?  
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The next day, my dead colleague was still sitting at his desk. His neck had almost entirely 

rotted away. He had to support his head with his hands to look at his computer. I tapped on 

the neighbouring desk, trying to draw my living colleague’s attention to the fact that Ming was still 

working. My neighbour looked and almost screamed aloud, finally seeing that dead Ming had come 

back to work.  

But he, like me, did not know how to handle this terrible situation. We suffered in silence, waiting for 

work to finish so that we might escape from the office. Within a few days, however, my neighbour had 

become used to the situation. He continued to work. It did not matter if our colleague was dead or 

alive.  

Then, all of a sudden, my neighbour died. Soon his desk was empty, and I did not know to whom I 

should pass on my own work. It was not long, however, before he too returned to work, his briefcase 

tucked under his arm, covered with mud, mould upon his face, exuding a rancid stench. Sometimes I 

would see him popping his eyes back into their sockets after they had fallen out. I did not speak to him 

anymore. I handed over my work. He completed it wordlessly and passed it along.  

It seemed as if nothing was happening. At the same time, the work continued as before, regardless of 

a few dead people. I began thinking that in this huge office, quite a lot of my colleagues might 

possibly be dead. Some might have been dead before I even started working there, their obsession 

with work leading them to climb out of their graves. As long as work was not delayed, nobody made a 

fuss.  

Once, the marketing department organised a spring outing. An accident occurred, leaving a dozen 

people dead. The company had to suspend work for a few days, but not long after, all of them came 

back. Nobody made a fuss, the phone was still ringing, people were still completing their designs, and 

copywriting was still being drafted. I even witnessed the dead from marketing walking into the office 

together to attend a meeting. They didn’t make sound aside from the noise of bursting flesh. The 

meeting room was deathly quiet, but they finished their meeting and completed their work.  

My boss sometimes came down to the floor to have a joke with my dead colleagues, and they really 

seemed to laugh.  

Working with a group of corpses filled my days with fear. I crouched in my corner, continuing my work, 

thinking about resigning.  

I wanted to quit so badly and go somewhere where I might be able to work with living people. 

However, after some searching, I soon found that it was no better elsewhere.  
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And besides, my boss had always been good to me. He taught me the value of leadership, how to 

conduct myself, how to execute my tasks, and so on. Although such specious ideas no longer seemed 

of much use to me, it was not easy for a worthless little character like me to find a job in a large 

company.  

Working with the dead seemed preferable to the embarrassment of handing in my resignation 

letter. Plus, I probably would not have opportunities to develop my career in a new company, and it 

would be irresponsible to resign just because I was unhappy; people would despise me for that. Work 

is a sacred mission. It is the only bond I have to society, the only purpose of my survival. If I do not 

work, I will become a pariah. I had soon grown quite fearful about  losing my job. I would have liked to 

talk to my neighbour about it, but his chin had dropped off. He couldn’t even grunt.  

Having thought it over, I decided to continue working for the company for a while. Maybe my boss 

would discover the situation. Maybe he would hire some new colleagues. Maybe, in a word, I am 

delusional.  

When my boss died there were very few of us living colleagues left to attend his funeral. At that 

time, my boss’s office was empty, no more new work was scheduled. A group of dead colleagues sat 

quietly at their desks, their motors running, ready to start. Finally, the boss returned and work was 

able to continue.  

The stench of corpses in the office had become quite intolerable. I became infected with cadaver 

mould and had to begin visiting a dermatologist frequently. The doctor didn’t like the fact that I kept 

on returning for consultations, but what could I do?   

Who could I talk to about this?   

Who would believe me?  

Although I have wanted to quit for quite some time, it’s really hard to find a job at the moment. 

Resignation would leave me unemployed. Compared to that I would prefer to keep my current job. 

My colleagues might be dead now, but they were lovely people when they were alive. They might be 

stinking and gradually decaying, but they are also efficient. Since our boss died, I have completely 

given up on the idea of resignation. It would be impossible for me to get a reference letter from him 

now, or even a response to my resignation.   

Work continues. I am still alive, but sooner or later I will die.  
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Maybe We Could Stop  

Fighting and Go to the  

Beach Instead  

BY 

KRISTIE  NG  

Our silky accusations  

shed their bathing suits,  

splattering them widespread on the sand-  

congealed, coagulated  

like a semi-frozen sundae,  

dampened by footprints  

scampering upwards the shore,  

after stealing from the sea, secrets  

slotted in the gaps between our  

toes.  
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OUTER LANDSCAPE 

 BY AYHAM JABR 
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